Question 1: Please confirm the stock you would like us to use for the cover of your connection magazine. On the specification page it is listed as 863#.

Answer 1: The stock should be 63lb. cover stock.

Question 2: Are FSC certified only printers are going to participate in the reverse auction?

Answer 2: HACC will not require bidders to be FSC certified.

Question 3: Please let me know the number of pages for bid. Is it 28 text pages + 4 page cover or is it 24 text pages + 4 page cover?

The specifications on Page 16 indicate 28 numbered pages plus cover pages (I interpret this statement as 28 text pages + 4 page cover)

The specifications on Page 19 under Base Bid indicate 28 Pages – Cover and Text Pages (I interpret this statement as 24 text pages + 4 page cover)

Answer 3: The total number of pages is 28. 24 text pages + 4 page cover.

Question 4: Is the page count 28 pages of text on #60 Chorus Art Gloss Text Plus 4 pages of Cover on #63 Chorus Art Gloss Cover or is it 24 pages of text on #60 Chorus Art Gloss Text Plus the 4 pages of cover on #63 Chorus Art Gloss Cover for a total of 28 pages. There appears to be a difference where that is presented on page 16 and page 19.

Answer 4: The total number of pages is 28. 24 text pages + 4 page cover. 24 pages on 60# text and 4 pages on cover stock.

Question 5: Would you clarify the allocated 10 AA's that appears on page 20. Should we include them in our initial bid price and what type of corrections? Should we allocate AA's for 10
pages of corrections or just 10 corrections in general and what would those AA corrections encompass, would they include color corrections or just type corrections, etc.

**Answer 5:** Include 10 AA's in bid. They would be simple changes to be made to the files sent to the printer. Or possibly replacing a full page with a new PDF.

**Question 6:** On page 20 as well you ask for the cost per photograph. Would that be the cost to just place supplied digital photo's or do you want a scanning cost with a random proof. Also would the photograph be Black & White or would they be 4/C?

**Answer 6:** Photos are already included in the files and are 4 color. But if a photo needs to be replaced, we need a cost on that.

**Question 6:** your spec's now indicate FSC certified. We are not certified. Is this a firm criteria to the bid?

**Answer 6:** See response 2